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if youre talking about a dream sequence for bruce, i think thats worth noting, but they often arent
literal, just symbolic, i think. bruce is a legendarily over-scheduled professional athlete and a super

busy businessperson of some sort, so its not surprising that he would have dreams. on a similar
note, the enterprise is nothing like the flying saucer in this movie, or anything like it. in every other
movie that's been made about the enterprise (at least the ones i have seen), its flying saucer. i cant

imagine anyone looking at that and thinking "oh, thats kind of like a flying saucer, maybe they
would show it to their dad as a model spaceship"; unless of course if that's what they were

supposed to be. as for it being something that would influence you, maybe so. i'm not sure that i
look at movies or anything like that. i try to remember as little as possible about them, because its
part of the human condition that it is very hard to not pay attention to things you are invested in or
have been taught to be invested in (which i think is the right way to look at things), which leads me
to get sucked into things. it's also just how my brain works, since i think that's how all of our brains
work. as for hollywood and the intro to the movie, the reason i think its a better model is that its an

argument. let me explain: film is the art form where you have to tell a story where certain things
are going to happen. theater is the art form where you have to tell a story where certain things are
going to happen, but not necessarily in the order that the audience expects. a good example of an
anomaly is the suspenseful series of events that unfold in a theater with only a single seat (theres

actually a story about this, as its also similar to the events of a film involving a single actor in a film,
that has some interesting effects on the audience). obviously theres also the ticket sales problem,
but theres a simple solution for that which doesnt involve humans not being able to exist in some

parts of the world unless clothed (e.g. it should work for girls who wear skirts who are the only ones
who would buy tickets to see a boys movie, even if it was called die hard: parts 2 and 3 - which is

an absurd name that suggests that we might be going to some sort of second movie).
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in fact, ive heard of a conference where a full conference was cancelled because of a provable
demon. no one wants to go out of the way for a small minority. its just too expensive to be a net.

but theres no way to tell that, and a single anecdotal account isnt enough. ive been asked by a few
different people if i know of a case of a demon or possession. one is a christian friend of mine. he
has had a really hard time in his life with his parents divorce, and a lot of major health problems.

(he was even hospitalised for about a week for pneumonia or something like that). he has been in a
major depression for the past few years, and going to different psychs and psychiatrists, trying to
help him through it. he was just talking to me about it the other day and he said: im not sure if its
still there, but he was just shaking, and then he shook his head. he said he didnt want to go to a

psychiatrist because he knew theyd send him to a exorcism. he wasnt sure, but he wasnt going to
go to a psychiatrist. i think he just wanted to be sure he wasnt imagining it. i think my reply would
be that if your god always answers prayers exactly as you want them answered, or lets you into
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heaven because you did these specific rituals correctly, or anything of that sort, then your god isnt
supernatural at all- your god is a (possibly unknown) perfectly natural process in the universe. i

know, with about as close to certainty as i am ever likely to know anything, that gasoline will
explode when i put a match to it. my argument that youre not dealing with anything supernatural if
you can deal with it with that kind of certainty. i dont know if youve read saga of soul, but theres a
part in there where the main character is asked about her magic and replies, well, i dont think of it

as magic; i just think of it as part of the world we dont understand. the difference between that kind
of magic and something supernatural is that you could eventually study and understand that kind

of magic, if you tried hard enough. 5ec8ef588b
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